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1. Introduction.
This feedback is provided considering the ongoing studies undertaken within the research lines
RIGHTS in the classifying society (https://www.lider-lab.sssup.it/lider/rights/) and ETHOS
(EThics & law witH and fOr reSearch, https://www.lider-lab.sssup.it/lider/ricerca/linee/ethosethics-law-with-and-for-research/) developed within the LIDER Lab research activities
(www.lider-lab.eu)2 at Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna (SSSA; www.santannapisa.it).
Our remarks focus on two main issues: 1) providing operational tools to link the ethics and the
legal dimension of a Trustworthy AI avoiding risks of ethics washing; 2) the role that the EU
Regulation 2016/679 (General Data Protection Regulation, hereinafter “GDPR”) may play to
achieve the purposes of the EU Strategy on Artificial Intelligence, providing a multilevel legal
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framework that may include a General Regulation on Artificial Intelligence and specific
safeguards both in terms of national and domain legislation, as well as in terms of soft law.

2. Selecting Option 4 with option 3.c as a baseline (Option 4+3.c)

Both addressed issues lead to suggest selecting option 4 (combination of the other options)
using as a starting point option 3 (we call this Option 4+3.c).
Indeed, establishing general principles on mandatory requirements on issues such as training
data, record-keeping about datasets and algorithms, information to be provided, robustness
and accuracy and human oversight would offer an horizontal light set of rules enabling
guidance for a reliable uptake on the market of AI solutions (option 4 based on 3.c as a
baseline) on which to innervate eventual specific (high-risk or category specific AI
applications). Such a combination would a) offer a clear framework, easily linked to the
overarching protection of fundamental rights and flexible enough to enable malleable degrees
of self-regulation to be adapted according to the specificities (risks, typology of AI, sector of
deployment,…).
Option 4+3.c would help to determine whether existing and applicable legal rules suffice
according to the contexts and manners in which the AI is developed and deployed, enabling
the unfolding of the legal leg of trustworthy AI as a scalable and flexible approach that
ranges effectively between soft-law, labeling and mandatory requirements. These efforts
need to consider that only some “requirements are already reflected in existing legal or
regulatory regimes while most of those regarding transparency, traceability and human
oversight are not addressed by the legislation in many economic sectors”3. Thus, Option 4+3.c
would downplay requirements for mere industrial applications to optimize processes with
little or no human involvement/impact. Also, it should take into account the relationships
between different intelligent agents and between different players to avoid the
compartmentation of tasks or ownerships which could (intentionally or inadvertently) hide
high human impacts in a setting of Chinese walls. Such an approach would at the same
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time avoid the costs of an unclear and/or fragmented legal framework while reaping the
benefits of avoiding unnecessary regulatory costs (e.g. to an AI system where trust is not
relevant and thus a human impact assessment results are low).
In fact, different domains of AI application require more or less different rules, but also
different applications in the same domain might need dissimilar rules. From the end-users
perspective, AI could exploit known as well as new vulnerabilities with a different impact on
fundamental rights. While a one rule fits all is not advisable, the absence of a general set of
rules able to operationalize general principles might lead to further fragmentation both
in legal rules with ensuing market fragmentations and barriers. There are intuitive
differences in the deployment of an AI based solution for illness screening and diagnosis or of
an AI for designing the appropriate treatment for individual patients. Similarly, there are
differences if AI is deployed in a high-level institution or at smaller institution / general
practitioner level. The implications in terms of automation and translational biases are diverse4,
as well as the implications in terms of liability. Conversely, in other instances, it is different if
the AI exploits a known vulnerability5 or not.
Relying only on ethical rules, voluntary labelling or soft-law, can end up in many problems
for all stakeholders. First of all, it gives the impression that fulfilling certain ethical
guidelines absolves one of regulatory obligations, leading to a potential legal disaster for
businesses that might find themselves exposed to liability or fines, for instance. A very
simple example is offered by possible liabilities that emerge in the use of certain personal
datasets to produce an AI system, a use that needs to adhere to the GDPR to avoid
triggering its art. 82 (liability) and art. 83 (fines). Of course, indiscriminate data use leaves
data subjects exposed and limits the trustworthiness of AI and its uptake.
Conversely, several players can establish their own ethical guidelines on the pretext of a
loose and unclear legal framework which, even when followed, might not produce any
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actual constraints to abuses, while giving end users, customers, consumers, and regulators
the impression of a trustworthy solution. Such an illusion causes a general societal
spillover in case of litigation related to the AI solutions, and fueling micro-harms to
individuals and groups.
In any cases, inaction and uncertainty are inefficient as they leave to ex post legal rules, to case
law and litigation, the solution of individual cases in order to offer guidelines for the future.
Incidentally, it is worth noting that the establishment of legal parameters helps to level the
regulatory playing field, thus enabling a better governance of competition.
We stress the urgent need to give content to the legal dimension of Trustworthy AI and
thus avoid risks of ethics washing for a much required regulatory framework for the entire
industry. To date the debate has been swinging between downplaying the role of legal rules
up to ethics washing6 (an exercise on which the HLEGAI Guidelines are accused as well7)
and stressing the threats versus the opportunities of AI8. The initiative “Proposal for a legal act
of the European Parliament and the Council laying down requirements for Artificial
Intelligence” has the opportunity to overcome these criticalities.
A very large number of initiatives, both public and private, are targeting ethical principles
for AI. Any list can only be incomplete9. On the other hand, to maintain a sufficiently high
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level of normativity, some declarations/guidelines anchor them to the normativity of
fundamental rights as received in legally binding documents. This is the case for the
Council of Europe (CoE)10, the HLEGAI, and the European Group on Ethics in Science and
New Technologies11. In these cases, however, there is a risk of collapsing different levels
of normativity (ethics and law). It is also for this reason that the debate and the
national/international actions still lack a sufficient regulatory grip. By regulatory grip we
do not mean strings and laces for businesses but clear guidance. An abstract declaration of
a principle, even if it can ideally find almost unanimous agreement, does not provide
stakeholders with certainties to act upon, leading either to inaction – waiting for a clearcut framework – or to abuses, and the exploitation of an apparent regulatory gap.
Asking to be “ethically correct” or merely rely on soft-law and/or labelling schemes at this
stage of AI development is like asking car drivers to be attentive in an era in which speed limits,
traffic lights and rules were not in place, and driver license or ban on drunk-driving were not
enacted12. Can an active and trusted AI industry unfold in such a vacuum? Is it not this
regulatory gap the real roadblock to innovation and uptake?
With no attempt to operationalize in legal terms the aspiration to technical correctness and legal
fairness of data production and use, such a demand is toothless. This operationalization is much
demanded and can come only through the legal system.
Any labelling or soft law tool will be more effective and procompetitive if deployed against a
solid bedrock of legal rules.
Last but not least, uncertainty has a cost, and trial and error is not a very efficient and reassuring
solution for businesses or individuals. Indeed, a cloudy framework does not offer individuals
the required awareness of their rights, nor of something bad that might happen to them (microWorld Economic Forum’s Center for the Fourth Industrial Revolution (https://www.weforum.org/center-for-thefourth-industrial-revolution/areas-of-focus). See also https://ethicsinaction.ieee.org/.
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harms hardly are perceived, but they accumulate). Thus, Option 0, as a scenario, delays the
process of regulating by ex post litigation and benefits the least compliant players on the
market, while disadvantaging both the most compliant ones and SMEs and start-ups that either
incur higher costs or do not have sufficient resources to compete in a fully compliant way.

3. A combined approach towards AI Regulation.
The Inception Impact Assessment lists the EU initiatives in terms of soft law regulation that
helped to define the purposes of the legislative initiatives of AI: namely to build up a
“trustworthy” ecosystem, considering the need to protect fundamental rights both within the
development and the application of the given AI technology.
As known, the High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (HLEGAI) distinguished
the three pillars 1) lawful, 2) ethical and 3) robust that are clearly interconnected, following an
overall approach grounded on fundamental rights protection.
The option we suggested above (lines 24 and ff) should not be a straightjacket, but an enabler
of innovation and fast uptake against a background of clear protection for fundamental rights
and liberties. It is misleading to think legal rules in terms of roadblocks to innovation. To the
contrary, a weak or unclear legal framework can very easily backfire against the development
and deployment of AI-based products and services by undermining trust in them.
A clear example supporting our considerations is offered by the new vulnerability related to AI
based solutions. Vulnerability of individuals and groups is often evoked in ethical charters
and declarations, and the HLEGAI Guidelines are no exception, requiring to “pay particular
attention to situations involving more vulnerable groups such as children, persons with
disabilities and others that have historically been disadvantaged or are at risk of exclusion, and
to situations which are characterised by asymmetries of power or information, such as between
employers and workers, or between businesses and consumers” and to acknowledge that “AI
systems also pose certain risks and may have a negative impact, including impacts which may
be difficult to anticipate, identify or measure (e.g. on democracy, the rule of law and
distributive justice, or on the human mind itself.)”.
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Once again, the ethical call can be seen as a means to distract attention from regulatory needs,
implying the sufficiency of abiding by ethical principles. On the contrary, the mentioned claims
for ethics can offer interpretative guidance for legal rules applicable to AI-based solutions
turning the risk of ethics washing into a path to unleash the evolution of legal rules requiring
only to frame the general principles applicable to all AI solutions and leave to specific
regulatory or soft-law interventions special situations (high-risks or specific sectors).
Indeed, more in general we should ask ourselves why AI should require a different (allegedly
harsher) treatment than other technologies which “benefitted” from years of loose legal
frameworks. The reason maybe because, as anticipated, it enables the exploitation of a number
of unseen vulnerabilities that have not (yet) triggered a legal reaction, and it does so in a
massive, personalized way13, silently clearing activities and results that are ethically
questionable but not yet framed by the law, at least because their specific impact as such might
not trigger existing laws, while its effect on individuals accumulate. In this sense, ethics and
law are mutually complementary, but this complementarity needs to be operationalized,
otherwise it will only lead to potential ethics washing of the regulatory needs.
Thus, if AI offers the opportunity to exploit specific biases, individual and even transient
vulnerabilities to establish contingent and lasting asymmetries of powers, a set of reactions
need to be put in place to prevent these risks and to reap all the immense benefits
Trustworthy AI can bring to humanity
A similar interplay of the “legal leg” of Trustworthy AI with its “ethics leg” can be
identified with its robustness component “both from a technical and social perspective, since,
even with good intentions, AI systems can cause unintentional harm”.
The call for robustness of AI is more or less a call for security from internal flaws and external
attacks14 to avoid expanding the unacceptable reach to old and new vulnerabilities.
Yet, while technical robustness relates to the appropriateness of technical safeguards “in a
given context, such as the application domain or life cycle phase”, and links to the legal
dimension in terms of safety and security-related rules, the “social perspective” of robustness
– by relating to the context and environment in which the system operates – is open again to
13
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law but in a different way, requesting to consider closely the actual deployment of the AI
solution: calls for legal solutions for AI in the context. Robustness relates to how the
operational context may render an AI solution “unfair”, how it may lead to asymmetries worth
rebalancing, and how it may replicate past biases and discriminations or create new ones 15. It
reflects the characteristic of AI solutions of creating/exploiting context-specific vulnerabilities
or undiscovered ones.
Reference to old and new vulnerabilities recalls a dynamic but slowly evolving divide between
those vulnerabilities that have emerged in the domain of legal relevance over time (gender,
religion, political opinions, age,

status, ethnic origins, etc.), gaining different levels of

sectoral/vertical legal recognition and protection for instance in terms of antidiscrimination
law, consumer law, and the like. On the other hand, it recalls the “new” vulnerabilities
enhanced by AI-led solutions (e.g. the exploitation of transient mood statuses, specific
situations distinguishing purchase assumed to be for personal or business reasons, the perils of
mass personalization for individual autonomy, the massive personalized exploitation of
cognitive biases via dark patterns16, etc.) that would not be relevant under colour of law as
such.
Only against a set of general principles it is possible to enable the coordinated reading of
existing applicable legal rules. Indeed, in the interplay between fundamental rights enshrined
in constitutions, treaties or charters, and material rules, there is a large scope for reinterpretation
and balancing; but this balancing approach cannot be left to simple ethical considerations, since
this may harm at the same time a rising industry for lack of clear red tapes and individual rights
for lack of enforceability.
4. A role for the GDPR
To deal with the lawfulness component shall not be limited to the compliance with the
applicable data protection regulation or to the existing framework, even if the GDPR approach
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might be considered as the first ally in the setting of a fundamental rights-based legal
framework. Yet, the GDPR can offer some useful hints.
In this regard, the structure of the GDPR may influence the new legislative process, as follows.
-

AI solutions are based on information: collection, generation, understanding, and
exploitation are the main processing activities.

-

The risk-based approach aiming at reaching an acceptable level of fundamental rights
protection is functional to induce the development of trustworthy AI solutions by design
and by default.

-

It would be useful to identify roles and responsibilities while designing the AI system,
including who is responsible, accountable, and liable to assess risks that may occur in
the given AI solution; who is monitoring its development, and who has to comply with
the domain regulatory framework according to the current standards and scientific
knowledge.

-

While the GDPR assigns obligations to the one who determines “means and purposes
of the personal data processing”, within the AI context, an “AI controller” could be
identified as the one who determines methods for data acquisition (i.e. what
function/algorithm is chosen and which data train the algorithm), actions required (i.e.
what task shall the AI perform), and goals (i.e. which is the final purpose of the
automated decision making/reasoning activity).

-

In addition, a series of roles could be identified to support the AI controller in the
assessment and monitoring activities: likewise the GDPR, an internal distribution of
roles and responsibilities, a so-called RACI matrix - that identifies who is Responsible,
Accountable, Consultable, and Informed of the AI processing.

-

Synergies between other roles could be included (i.e. collaboration between the AI
controller and the data protection officer as well as the identification of “AI
officer/advisor” and the IT manager).
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-

As a consequence, an AI external governance could be defined in case more than one
AI controller is involved in determining methods, actions, and goals17.

These features might be included in a binding harmonised regulation, while possible safeguards
might be introduced (as well as confirmed) at national level, according to specific domains
(e.g. workplace, healthcare, etc.), as well as in terms of soft law regulation.
Special attention shall be given to the fact that AI-based technologies enable the identification
and exploitation of many conditions of weakness even unknown to the individuals
themselves18. Vulnerability can derive from the development of AI (e.g. bias) or its application.
This very simple fact makes AI-based vulnerabilities contextual and possibly endless, leading
to situations of inferiority, dependency, and even unidentified subjugation19. Note also that AI
operates on correlations without much reliance on causal explanations opening to further
understudied vulnerabilities and or discriminations20.
This topic recalls the interplay between the robustness requirement of AI, and the technical
security from internal flaws and external attacks21 (see above also). A hard law approach
might seek the banning of non-explainable solutions22, while a tailored reading of art. 22
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of the GDPR23 might balance things in a different way, activating for instance a right to
oppose the data processing preceding the bidding itself or enabling forms of information
capable of effectively reducing the impact on the individual decision-making context.

To sum up our feedback, we argued in favor of Option 4, using Option 3.c as a basis for a
General AI Regulation able to bridge lawfulness, robustness and ethics concerns in AI
while remaining flexible enough to avoid roadblocks to innovation and uptake for AI
solutions. In addition, we briefly proposed some contents for a General AI Regulation,
according to a risk-based oriented system of check and balance aimed at ensuring the
development of any AI-solutions in light of fundamental rights protection. The Regulation
shall consider the peculiarities emerging within the different domains and therefore
provide the opportunity for each AI controller to allocate tasks, roles, and responsibilities.
Under this system, independent authorities shall provide assistance and promote awareness
and trustworthiness among data subjects/end-users/stakeholders.
To boost the cultural and inclusive challenge that the AI is driving, the interdisciplinary
dialogue shall be maintained.
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